Abstract-Parametric yield estimation is a critical task for design and validation of analog and mixed-signal (AMS) circuits. However, the computational cost for yield estimation based on Monte Carlo (MC) analysis is often prohibitively high, especially when multiple circuit performances and/or environmental corners (e.g., voltage and temperature corners) are considered. In this paper, a novel statistical method named correlation-aided yield estimation (C-YES) is proposed to reduce the computational cost for parametric yield estimation. Our proposed approach exploits the fact that multiple circuit performances over different environmental corners are often correlated. Hence, we can accurately predict the performance value at one corner from the simulation results for other performances and/or corners. Based upon this observation, instead of running a large number of MC simulations to cover all performances and corners, an efficient algorithm is developed to select a small set of the most "informative" simulations that should be performed for yield estimation. Our numerical experiments show that for parametric yield estimation with multiple circuit performances Manuscript received December 7, 2015; revised April 16, 2016, July 2, 2016, and August 21, 2016 accepted September 8, 2016 and environmental corners, C-YES achieves 6.5-9.3× runtime speedups over other conventional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the rapid advance of CMOS fabrication technology, the feature size of transistors continuously scales down. At nanoscale, both interdie and intradie process variations severely affect the geometrical and electrical characteristics of MOSFETs (e.g., V TH ) and thus the performances of integrated circuits [1] , resulting in parametric yield loss. Therefore, estimating parametric yield is an important task for circuit design and validation. To address this need, various approaches have been developed for efficient parametric yield estimation in [2] - [17] . These methods can be majorly classified into three broad categories.
1) Performance modeling [2] - [9] .
2) Worst-case analysis (WCA) [10] - [12] .
3) Monte Carlo (MC) analysis [13] - [17] . The first approach approximates the circuit performances of interest as analytical functions of both process and environmental parameters [2] . As such, parametric yield can be easily estimated by using these performance models. The performance modeling approach, though efficient, is accurate only if the underlying models are accurate. For analog and mixed-signal (AMS) circuits with complex behavior and high-dimensional variation space, several novel approaches have been proposed to improve the accuracy and efficiency of performance modeling, including latent variable regression [3] , structure-aware modeling [4] , sparse regression [5] , [6] , Bayesian model fusion [7] - [9] , etc.
The WCA approach finds the worst-case parameter sets by solving a set of optimization problems, usually based on transistor-level simulations [10] . Next, it estimates the parametric yield based on an approximated acceptance region formed by these worst-case parameter sets [12] . WCA has been extensively used as a robust tool for parametric yield analysis and optimization [18] .
MC analysis estimates parametric yield based on a number of random samples where circuit performances are evaluated by transistor-level simulations at each sampling point [19] . MC analysis is generally accurate and reliable, and has been applied to many practical applications. Nevertheless, it usually requires a large number of circuit simulations and, hence, is computationally expensive. Several approaches have been proposed to address this computational cost issue, including importance sampling [13] , quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling [14] , latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [15] , trimmed sampling [16] , Bayesian inference [17] , etc.
Besides process variations, environmental variations (e.g., supply voltage V DD variation, temperature T variation, load capacitance C L variation, etc.) are other important sources for performance variability of AMS circuits [1] . In order to accurately assess the robustness of a given AMS circuit, we must run a number of transistor-level simulations at different environmental corners 1 for yield estimation, thereby resulting in prohibitively high computational cost.
In this paper, we aim to improve the efficiency of MC analysis for yield estimation with consideration of multiple environmental corners and/or performance metrics. Noting that the circuit performances over different environmental corners are often correlated, it is possible to predict the circuit performance value at one corner based on the simulation results for other performances and/or corners. By exploiting the correlation information, we can acquire extra "knowledge" about a given AMS circuit from each simulation during MC analysis, and therefore reduce the overall simulation cost for yield estimation by performing only a small set of the most "informative" simulations and skipping the less informative ones. Based on this idea, a novel statistical method named correlation-aided yield estimation (C-YES) is developed for efficient parametric yield estimation.
When C-YES is applied, the aforementioned correlation information is captured and modeled as a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution by adopting a regularization scheme with cross validation. Based upon this distribution, an entropybased scheduling scheme is proposed to determine a small set of required simulations and their optimal order so that the simulation cost for yield estimation is minimized. Optimal scheduling is a common problem for many practical applications, to which a methodology derived from information theory [20] is generally applied. For instance, Yu et al. [21] adopted an information cost function to iteratively select the optimal bias conditions for device model extraction. In this paper, we adopt entropy as a measure to guide simulation scheduling. Furthermore, a Markov-chain based integration method and an efficient simulation selection scheme are developed to accelerate the critical process of simulation scheduling.
The idea of characterizing circuit performance distribution has been explored in the field of circuit testing [22] , where the statistical model is directly used to predict the defect level, avoiding a huge number of circuit simulations. C-YES, however, does not estimate the yield directly from our proposed correlation model, since the MVN model may not be sufficiently accurate in most cases. Instead, C-YES adopts the MVN model to appropriately select and schedule the required simulations in order to minimize the computational cost for yield estimation. Therefore, the accuracy of C-YES does not depend heavily on the MVN model.
Since C-YES is essentially a "smart" algorithm to select and schedule circuit simulations, there is no prerequisite on how circuit samples are generated. Hence, it is easy to combine C-YES with various sampling methods (e.g., LHS, QMC, etc.) to gain extra speedup, as will be demonstrated in Section V-E. It is also worth noting that C-YES relies on the correlation of circuit performances and is not constrained by the dimensionality of the device-level variation space. Namely, its accuracy and efficiency are independent of the number of process parameters, making it of great utility to deal with state-of-the-art AMS circuits.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The background of parametric yield estimation is briefly introduced in Section II. The algorithm of C-YES is described in Section III and its implementation details are further illustrated in Section IV. Numerical experiments are shown in Section V, followed by the conclusions in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND Parametric yield estimation is a critical task for design and validation of AMS circuits. It essentially estimates the probability that the circuit performances can meet the specs with process variations under different operating conditions characterized by several environmental corners. Let the performances of a circuit be denoted as 
where the ith performance is expressed as
and θ is generally modeled as random variables to characterize the process variations. The parametric yield is then defined as
where spec i and spec i are the lower and upper bounds of the specification for the ith performance, respectively. Given the probability density function (PDF) of θ, (2) can be rewritten as
A. MC Analysis for Parametric Yield Estimation
To evaluate the parametric yield Y, MC analysis is commonly applied, which consists of the following steps.
1) Generate N S circuit samples with random process parameters θ according to pdf (θ), i.e., the process variation defined in the technology file. so that the number of PASSed samples Q = β 1 +β 2 +. . .+β N S , and the parametric yield is estimated as
Generally, MC analysis requires a large number (N S ) of circuit samples to ensure the accuracy ofŶ. To reduce the sampling error, MC analysis can be combined with variance reduction techniques (VRTs) like LHS or QMC sampling. Both LHS and QMC differ from the conventional MC sampling on how to sample pdf (θ) in step 1), and hence (3) and (4) still hold.
B. Multicorner-Multiperformance Correlation
With varying operating conditions like voltages and temperatures considered, we have to check whether or not the performances of these circuit samples can meet the specs at all predefined environmental corners. This would multiply the number of simulations, making the overall computational cost even higher.
On the other hand, it is observed that circuit performances are often correlated among different environmental corners, as well as different performance metrics. 1) Circuit performances at different environmental corners are often correlated. Fig. 1 shows a strong correlation of output frequencies of a ring oscillator (RO) among five corners, i.e., the performance fluctuations due to process variations are very similar at different corners. 2) Different performances of a circuit may also be correlated. For example, the gain-bandwidth product (GBW) and the slew rate (SR) of a two-stage Miller op-amp (OPA) are prone to be positively correlated with respect to the varying process parameters, as they both increase with the tail current of the first stage [23] , which can be affected by process variations. These correlations motivate us to develop an efficient approach to reduce the need for a large number of circuit simulations for parametric yield estimation in (4).
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In Sections III and IV, we will use conventional MC analysis as an example to present the idea of C-YES. Noting that C-YES is independent of sampling methods in yield analysis, VRTs like LHS and QMC sampling can also work with C-YES for extra runtime speedups, as will be shown later in Section V. 
A. Overall Flow
Suppose in an MC analysis, we have N C environmental corners, each requiring N A circuit simulations (dc, ac, transient, etc.) to evaluate the d circuit performances in (1) To begin with, let us consider a circuit sample s with unknown performances due to the absence of some simulations (referred to as "incomplete sample"), as shown in Fig. 2 . Suppose we have K known circuit performances x k (s) ∈ R K (K < D) evaluated from circuit simulations (marked "P" as in "performance"), while the other U(=D − K) performances x u (s) ∈ R U remain unknown (marked "?"). Conventional MC analysis needs to actually perform the remaining simulations and get a boolean value of β s , while with C-YES, a correlation model of x can help us predict the distribution of x u (s) (marked gray) based on the values of x k (s), and report β s as the probability that all performances of sample s meet the specs
where pdf (x u (s)|x k (s)) is the conditional PDF of x u (s) given the values of x k (s), and A (·) hereinafter denotes the acceptance region where the circuit performances x (·) are within the corresponding spec boundaries. In the special case that K = 0, (5) is simply degraded to and skip the rest of simulations for sample s. Therefore, instead of running all the simulations, we only need to perform a subset of them. The question is how to find the minimal subset of simulations needed for yield estimation.
It is worth noting that, different simulations are not equally informative concerning the yield. In the case that some circuit performances revealed by a certain simulation S are likely to be close to the spec boundaries, or strongly correlated to many other performances, S is expected to carry more "information" for yield estimation than others. If we schedule these informative simulations prior to others, we tend to obtain more information from early simulations. By doing so, it is more likely that we can skip the rest of simulations early, without sacrificing much of the estimation accuracy.
Note that the information of a simulation may vary as other simulations are done, so the selection of simulations, along with running the simulation and the prediction of performances, would be an iterative process. To ensure the efficiency of our scheduling scheme, the most informative simulation task will be selected in each iteration, until the yield can be estimated with desired accuracy.
Based on the above discussion, the two key problems in C-YES are: 1) how to build the correlation model in Fig. 2 and 2) how to schedule the simulations for efficiency. Accordingly, we propose the C-YES method as depicted in Fig. 3 , which consists of two major stages: 1) correlation modeling and 2) simulation scheduling.
The purpose of correlation modeling is to characterize the correlations among different performances using a few fullysimulated samples. On one hand, we cannot afford to simulate many samples for correlation modeling due to expensive simulation cost. On the other hand, the resulting correlation model should be sufficiently accurate; otherwise, C-YES may render inaccurate outcomes. With these considerations, we adopt an MVN model with regularization to estimate the correlations, and a cross-validation approach to determine the modeling parameters. The details will be elaborated in Sections III-B and IV-A.
By applying the correlation model, simulation scheduling is performed by using an iterative process that selects the optimal circuit simulation task at each iteration step until the stopping criterion is met. Here, we adopt the concept of entropy from information theory to measure the information that a circuit simulation can provide. A stopping criterion is developed in C-YES to determine when all necessary simulations are performed and the estimated yield can be sufficiently accurate. These details will be elaborated in Sections III-C and III-D.
B. Correlation Modeling
In this section, we describe the correlation modeling stage of C-YES. The correlation model is based on an MVN distribution with a regularized covariance matrix, where the optimal regularization parameters are determined via a cross validation process in Section IV-A. The reason for choosing an MVN model is its simplicity, which allows us to accurately characterize the correlations among circuit performances with a small number of fully-simulated samples.
1) Multivariate Normal Distribution: Generally, we assume the performance vector x is subject to an MVN distribution N D (μ, ) [24] . To estimate the mean vector μ and the covariance matrix in this model, we select a few (say n, n << N S ) circuit samples, and evaluate all their performances x(s), s = 1, . . . , n at all environmental corners via circuit simulations. An approximated MVN model of x can then be defined by the sample meanμ
andv
where n − 1 in the denominator ensures that it is an unbiased estimator [24] . Then for circuit samples s = n + 1, . . . , N S , the distribution of the unknown performances x u (s) conditioned on the evaluated ones x k (s) is another MVN distribution N U (μ u|k (s),ˆ u|k ), whereμ u|k (s) andˆ u|k are, respectively, given by [24] 
kkˆ ku . whereμ u andμ k are the subvectors ofμ corresponding to x u (s) and x k (s), respectively, andˆ uu ,ˆ uk ,ˆ kk , and ku are the corresponding submatrices ofˆ . Based on N U (μ u|k (s),ˆ u|k ), we would be able to estimate the PASS probability β s with (5) for any incomplete sample s.
To avoid numerical problems due to large difference in order of magnitude for different performance metrics, e.g., offset voltage (usually ∼ 10 −3 V) and GBW (usually > 10 6 Hz), we apply a normalization process, where data of each performance metric are shifted and scaled to zero mean and unit variance, and corresponding specification boundaries are subject to the same shifting and scaling. In such normalization process, the aforementioned features of MVN distribution are all preserved.
It is important to note that, although the correlation model is based on MVN distribution, we do not require that circuit performances are perfectly MVN distributed. The MVN model in C-YES works as a reference of performance correlations, which is mainly used to guide the scheduling of simulations, rather than to predict the parametric yield directly. Even if the MVN model does not approximate the actual performances very well in some cases, C-YES ensures the accuracy of the estimated yield by performing necessary circuit simulations, with an effective scheduling scheme in Section III-C.
2) Regularization on Covariance Matrix: While the MVN model characterized byμ andˆ works well in lowdimensional cases, one should note that in practice, there may be hundreds of corner-performance combinations involved in a circuit, resulting in a high-dimensional problem, in which case the sample covarianceˆ is far from a good estimator in terms of mean squared error (MSE), defined as E[ ˆ − 2 F ]. Moreover,ˆ may not be invertible or suffer from poor accuracy when n is less than or comparable with D. In case we cannot afford additional simulations to increase n, we have to resort to the regularization technique in order to obtain a reasonably accurate covariance matrix.
Shrinkage estimation is one of the most common techniques to regularize a covariance matrix and improve the estimation accuracy, especially for the applications where the number of samples is less than the dimensionality of variation space [25] - [27] . The resulting matrix * is a linear combination of the original sample covarianceˆ and a regularized target matrix tar , that is
In (9), the evaluation of * consists of two steps: 1) finding the target matrix tar and 2) finding the optimal shrinkage intensity λ. The target matrix tar should be positive-definite by definition [25] - [27] . In practice, this is often achieved by regularization, i.e., reducing the number of unknowns in tar . For example, for any covariance matrix C ∈ R D×D , diag(C) is one of its regularized target matrices where all off-diagonal elements are zero and there are only D unknowns in the matrix. Its positive-definiteness can easily be proved providing that all the diagonal elements are positive. In the literature, various target matrices were suggested [25] - [27] , such as tar = vI, where v is the average sample variance [26] .
However, all these possible choices of target matrices could make strong correlations weaker after regularization according to the definition of * in (9), whereas strong correlations, if any, should be kept in tar (and hence in * after shrinkage). On the other hand, weak correlations can be discarded in tar in order to guarantee its positive-definiteness. Therefore, we propose to use a block-diagonal target matrix, where each block is a submatrix ofˆ . The intrablock performances in tar are strongly correlated, while the correlations of interblock performances are weak and are forced to be zero. Namely, by appropriately ordering rows and columns, the target matrix can be written as Partition metrics in the largest group into k groups by spectral clustering in [29] as follows: 5a.
Build the affinity matrix W with w ij = |r ij |, and the corresponding Laplacian matrix L. 5b.
for k = 2, . . . , maxSize do 5c.
Find the eigenvectors, denoted by , of L with the k smallest eigenvalues. 5d.
Divide the metrics into k groups by k-means clustering based on , and evaluate its partition quality. 5e.
end for 5f.
Find the optimal value of k with the best partition quality and apply the corresponding partition result. 6.
Update maxSize as the size of the largest group. 7. end while 8. Generate tar with (10), according to the clustering result. 9. return tar .
a straightforward link between the spectral clustering for data categorization and the circuit performance grouping in our application. In spectral clustering, objects are clustered based on an affinity matrix (also known as adjacent matrix, etc.) characterizing the strength of pair-wise relationship, while in our application, the correlation coefficient matrix [r ij ] derived fromˆ characterizes the strength of correlations among circuit performances and plays the role of "affinity matrix." Herê
Particularly, we adopt an algorithm presented in [29] to automatically determine the block structures in tar .
Before we determine the blocks in tar , we should note that n should be greater than the size of the largest block, denoted by maxSize. Otherwise, tar will be singular and we cannot ensure that the resulting * is positive-definite. In other words, given the number of circuit samples we can afford to simulate for correlation modeling, we have to put an upper limit on maxSize, denoted by maxSize 0 . Considering such a limit, we apply the clustering process hierarchically until the size of the largest block is not greater than maxSize 0 , as shown in Algorithm 1.
The second step in covariance regularization is to determine the optimal λ in (9) that minimizes E[ ˆ − 2 F ], denoted by λ * . A close-to-unbiased estimator of λ * is suggested in [25] . Given that tar is block-diagonal, λ * can be found by
where blk i denotes the index of block that metric i belongs to, and
A closer look into (9) reveals that such covariance regularization process essentially weakens the interblock covariance entries by a factor of λ * , in exchange for better reliability of covariance matrix in MVN model, while all of the major correlations of circuit performances are preserved. First, weakening the correlation may reduce the confidence when predicting an incomplete sample is good or not, but will not affect the accuracy of final estimated yield since more circuit simulations will be involved when the prediction at this sampling point is not confident enough. Second, since the major correlations are not affected in this process, and λ * is optimal in a sense that the error E[ ˆ − 2 F ] is minimized, the overall accuracy of the correlation model is ensured. The effectiveness of this process will be shown in Section V-B.
C. Simulation Scheduling
As discussed in Section III-A, simulation scheduling is essentially a process to select the most informative simulations iteratively. In order to quantify the information carried by each of the unperformed simulations associated with the remaining (N S − n) samples, we define a gain for each simulation, based on the concept of entropy from information theory [20] . For the convenience of interpretation, in this section we assume that the execution of simulations does not rely on any results from other simulations. In practice, however, when the setup of a simulation depends on circuit performances obtained from other simulations, the involved simulations can only be performed in a specific order. This dependency issue will be addressed in Section IV-C.
1) Entropy-Based Selection of Simulations:
During the iteration process of simulation scheduling, we can obtain the PASS probability of sample s, i.e., β s in (5), for every single s = 1, . . . , N S , based on the aforementioned correlation model along with circuit performances from already-performed simulations. Hence, the number of good samples, denoted by Q, is a random variable subject to Poisson binomial distribution PB(N S ; β 1 , . . . , β N S ) [30] . Its probability mass function is given by
where q is the set of all subsets that have exactly q elements in {1, . . . , N S }. Therefore,Ŷ = Q/N S (i.e., the yield estimated from these N S samples) is also a random variable, with an entropy of [20] 
Prob(Q = q) log Prob(Q = q). (13) In (13), the entropy H(Q) of the random variable Q is defined as the expected value of -log Prob(Q), which indicates the "unpredictability" of Q, or equivalently, ofŶ.
During the simulation stage, the entropy H(Ŷ) is prone to decrease after some circuit performances are evaluated, and will eventually become zero when all the circuit simulations for all samples are performed. In each iteration of simulation scheduling, we are intuitively interested in the most informative yet efficient simulation, that is, the simulation that reduces the entropy H (Ŷ) most in unit computational time, technically
where
is defined as the gain of simulation S. The entropy drop H(Ŷ) − H(Ŷ|S) measures the information carried by simulation S concerning the yield, and T sim (S) is the simulation time of S. Since we do not know the results nor the exact runtime of a circuit simulation before it is actually performed, we can only define H (Ŷ|S) as the expected value of the entropy after performing simulation S according to the probability of the simulation outcomes, and define T sim (S) as the expected runtime of S estimated from the simulations at the first n samples. The terminology of H (Ŷ|S) is called "conditional entropy" in information theory [20] and is defined as
where s is the circuit sample to which simulation S is applied, and
x t (s) is the vector of unknown performances to be evaluated from S, and x k (s) contains all available performances of sample s before running S. H k∪t,s (Q) in (17) is the entropy of random variable Q subject to given values of x k (s) and x t (s), which is similar to the definition of entropy in (13) . According to the probability that S returns a value of x t (s) conditioned on x k (s), i.e., pdf(x t (s)|x k (s)) in (16), the conditional entropy H (Ŷ|S) in (16) is the expected value of H k∪t,s (Q). (17) can be evaluated with (12) except that the value of β s at sample s is replaced with
for given values of x k (s) and x t (s), while
In order to achieve the best performance, we always choose S opt defined in (14) to be the next simulation. We maintain a task queue L of all unperformed simulations {S}, sorted in descending order of their gains in (15) , and then pick up the head of L in each iteration. Detailed strategies of evaluating the gains in (15) are presented in Section IV-B.
After running simulation S opt , the PASS probability of the relevant sample and the entropy H (Ŷ) are re-evaluated using (5) and (13), respectively, and the gains of remaining simulations are updated using (15)- (18) . Then we proceed to the next round of simulation selection.
2) Stopping Criterion: The other question related to simulation scheduling is when we can stop the iteration and skip the unperformed simulations in L. In order to make an accurate yield estimation, we need to make sure that the standard deviation ofŶ is small enough, so that all circuit samples are either very likely to PASS, or very likely to FAIL.
Given thatŶ in C-YES is subject to Poisson binomial distribution as demonstrated in Section III-C1, the mean and the standard deviation are, respectively, given by [30] 
and
Note that in conventional MC analysis, the accuracy of estimated yield is limited by the number of samples N S with standard error σ , which is also inevitable in our flow. Therefore, the estimated yield with our algorithm is considered accurate enough when the standard deviation ofŶ is much smaller than σ . Since an N S -sample MC analysis for yield estimation essentially consists of N S Bernoulli trials, if the estimated yield is E[Ŷ], its standard error is given by [31] 
Therefore, the stopping criterion can then be defined as
where ε is a small number that controls its strictness.
D. Yield Estimation
Once the stopping criterion (22) is met, the parametric yield can be estimated by the expected value E[Ŷ] in (19) . Note that the right-hand side of (19) is consistent with that of (4), but 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we show how to determine n and maxSize 0 for correlation modeling, how to evaluate the gains more efficiently for scheduling purposes, and how to deal with the dependent issue mentioned in Section III-C.
A. Cross Validation
When building the correlation model as discussed in Section III-B, the selection of n and maxSize 0 could affect the efficiency and accuracy of C-YES. A proper selection of n and maxSize 0 is essential to achieve good efficiency and accuracy.
Cross validation [32] is a common technique for model validation, especially for the case where the modeling accuracy can only be assessed based on a limited number of samples. In C-YES, a k-fold cross validation process is applied along with the generation of the fully-simulated samples for correlation modeling to find the optimal n and maxSize 0 . In other words, we gradually increase n, perform the simulations, and use k-fold cross validation to determine which n and maxSize 0 are optimal for C-YES in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Since the simulation results at these n samples will be used later for correlation modeling, there are no extra simulations required for cross validation, and the only overhead comes from the model and object function evaluation during validation. Illustration of a fourfold cross validation process for each (n, maxSize 0 ) combination.
1) Validation Process:
Given n fully-simulated samples, the idea of a k-fold cross validation is to divide these samples into k groups, and mimic the process of yield estimation using different combinations of these groups in order to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of C-YES. As shown in Fig. 4 , (k − 1) groups of samples are used as the "training set" for correlation modeling, and the remaining group is used as the "testing set" for simulation scheduling. In total, there are k different combinations. The average result of these k runs is used to assess the overall efficiency and accuracy for a certain (n, maxSize 0 ) combination.
Note that each run in cross validation mimics a C-YES process with (k − 1)n/k samples for correlation modeling and n/k samples for simulation scheduling. After optimal n and maxSize 0 are determined by cross validation, these n samples will be used for correlation modeling and the simulations at the remaining (N S − n) samples will be scheduled by C-YES.
Therefore, the simulation time of C-YES for N S samples can be estimated based on the simulation time for this mimetic process with n samples, which is
where T sim cv.train and T sim cv.test are the simulation time in the cross validation process for samples in the training set and the testing set, respectively. The accuracy of C-YES in the cross validation process can be evaluated by the error of C-YES estimationŶ est cv as compared to the yieldŶ cv of n fully-simulated samples.
Therefore, the overall performance of C-YES in terms of efficiency and accuracy in each run for cross validation can be formulated as the following objective function:
where γ is a predefined coefficient balancing the efficiency and accuracy, with a suggested value around 100T sim MC . Here T sim MC is the estimated total simulation time of MC analysis for N S samples.
In addition, the simulation scheduling in each run of cross validation also needs a stopping criterion to terminate. However, the stopping criterion defined in (22) is not applicable at this point, as the resulting E[Ŷ] and SD(Ŷ) in (22) may deviate much due to the very limited number of n compared to N S . Instead, we apply an alternative stopping criterion specifically in cross validation as
where ε 0 is predefined, with a suggested value of 10 −3 .
2) Searching Space and the Order of Search:
The above k-fold cross validation is applied in a search for the minimal J in the 2-D integer lattice of (n, maxSize 0 ), with the constraint (k − 1)n/k > maxSize 0 . Noting that cross validation only gives an estimation of J, it is neither possible, nor necessary, that we obtain the exact optimal (n, maxSize 0 ) via the cross validation process. For the efficiency of this process, we use a tenfold cross validation, and only test several candidates of (n, maxSize 0 ) as listed with a "×" in Table I , where n and maxSize 0 are approximately chosen from a geometric sequence, and n is always divisible by 10 as required by definition.
Since complete simulation must be performed for the first n samples before we can perform the cross validation for given (n, maxSize 0 ), the search direction is preferred to be row-wise and moving downwards in order to avoid "wasting" simulation time of these fully-simulated samples.
The search for optimal (n, maxSize 0 ) will stop when the minimal J in a row is greater than the minimal J in the previous row and the corresponding simulation time T sim C−YES is also increased, suggesting that additional simulations do not improve accuracy for yield estimation. In this case, the optimal value of (n, maxSize 0 ) can be determined based on the minimal J in this row.
B. Gain Evaluation
In simulation scheduling, the evaluation of G(S) in (15) involves two levels of integrals in (16) and (18) that have no analytical expression and cannot be simply separated. If we use MC integration with, for example, 1000 sampling points for each integration, there would be totally 10 6 points to evaluate, which would drastically increase the computational cost for entropy evaluation. Instead, we developed a Markov-chain based integration for H(Ŷ|S) to achieve higher efficiency.
1) Polynomial Fitting for H k∪t,s (Q) in (17):
The first step is to adopt a polynomial approximation for H k∪t,s (Q) in (17) so that the evaluation of (16) can be formulated as a Markov chain process. Note that when evaluating H k∪t,s (Q) for the integral in (16) using the formulas in (12) and (17), all β i 's remain unchanged except that β i = β s for i = s as given by (18) . On the other hand, Prob (Q = q|x k∪t (s)) in (12) for q = 0, 1, . . . , N S are actually linear functions of β s by definition, and H k∪t,s (Q) is a smooth function of Prob (Q = q|x k∪t (s)) as in (17) . Therefore, when evaluating H(Ŷ|S) in (16), we can use an Mth-order polynomial with respect to β s to approximate H k∪t,s (Q), which is
The coefficients of the expansion in (25) can be estimated by least-square regression with several collocation points of β s ∈ [0, 1]. In our experiments, we found the approximation with M = 4 accurate enough for yield estimation. (26), where a dice icon followed by x * means to generate a random sample x * according to the probability distribution of x.
2) Markov-Chain-Based Integration for H (Ŷ|S):
By substituting (18) and (25) into (16) and doing some algebra, the conditional entropy can be reformulated as
for s satisfying x k (s) ∈ A k , where
The only approximation made in (26) in comparison with (16) is the M th-order polynomial fitting for H k∪t,s (Q). Note that (26) essentially calculates the expected output of the Markov chain in Fig. 5 . We can take some random "walks" in the chain to evaluate (26) , which is quite similar to the idea of floating random walk in [33] . Suppose we have N walk random walks. Each walk begins with a random x * t (s) according to ρ t , where the asterisk means that it is not a real performance but a pseudo-sample specifically used to evaluate (26) . If x * t (s) / ∈ A t , it stops and returns w i = α 0 , otherwise it proceeds to the next state in Fig. 5 , generating a random x * u\t (s) according to ρ u\t and so forth, until it reaches one of the terminals. In the end, the conditional entropy can be evaluated as
Recall that the essential purpose of evaluating the gain G(S) is to schedule the simulations, hence G(S) is not necessary to be very accurate as long as the most informative simulations can be determined. In practice, N walk = 10 3 − 10 4 is generally enough for this purpose. The advantage of Markov-chain based integration will be shown in Section V-A.
C. Dependency-Aware Simulation Scheduling
In general, the setup of a circuit simulation may depend on the results from other simulations. In that case, some simulations can only be performed in a specific order. This issue, referred to as the dependency of simulations, should be wellconsidered in the scheduling scheme. In the following, we use a dependency graph to explain the idea of dependency-aware Take an OPA for example. The dependency graph shown in Fig. 6 reveals the dependency of the simulations, along with relevant performance metrics. In this graph, we have nine simulations (shown in rectangles) initialized for each environmental corner: dc analysis for offset (DCos), dc analysis for static power (DCpwr), three transient analyses (tran.x, where different x's indicate different load capacitances), and four ac analyses (ACdm.x and ACcm, for differential mode and common mode, respectively), where DCpwr, tran.x, ACdm.x, and ACcm require the result of offset voltage (V os ) provided by DCos for compensation purposes. Performance metrics are shown in circles, each requiring one or more simulations to be done, where the AND/OR gate indicates that all/any prerequisite(s) should be satisfied. For example, the evaluation of common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) requires results from both ACcm and one of the performances among ACdm.1, ACdm.3, and ACdm.5.
In dependency-aware simulation scheduling, we compare the gains of all simulation sequences along the path from the root to a performance metric in the dependency graph (e.g., DCos, DCos tran.1, DCos ACdm.3, DCos ACdm.5 ACcm, etc., where already-performed simulations, if any, should be skipped in the path), and then select the sequence with the maximum gain. Therefore, the task queue L mentioned in Section III-C is now a list of simulation sequences {S a s,c } rather than that of individual simulations, where a is a vector containing indexes of all simulations in the sequence. Accordingly, the scheduling scheme in Section III-C is generalized for circuit simulations with dependency. First, when evaluating the gain of S a s,c , x t (s) in (16) contains all unknown performances to be evaluated by simulation sequence S a s,c , and T sim (S a s,c ) is the total simulation time of the sequence. Second, after the selected simulation sequence is performed, we update all remaining sequences S in L according to the above definition, re-evaluate all gains G(S) and proceed to the next round, until the stopping criterion is satisfied.
D. Efficient Selection of Simulation Sequences
Although the Markov-chain based integration alleviates the cost of evaluation a lot, it is still time-consuming to evaluate the gain for every simulation sequence if we have hundreds of candidate sequences at each iteration, which is the case in even a moderate-scale circuit in practice. To make our flow even more efficient, we propose an alternative method to select the simulation sequences.
In order to reduce the computational cost, instead of finding the simulation sequence with the largest G(S) among all candidate sequences at incomplete samples, we only compare the simulation gains G(S) for the candidate simulation sequences at the samples where the PASS probabilities β s 's are closest to 0.5. Such a choice is made because these samples contribute most to the standard deviation ofŶ in (20) .
Furthermore, we use a divide-and-conquer strategy to find the suboptimal simulation sequence at these uncertain samples. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , we randomly divide all candidate sequences into g equal-sized groups and evaluate the overall gain G({S}) of each group. The overall gain G({S}) is defined as the entropy drop per simulation time of all simulation sequences in the group. Then we pick up the group with the largest gain and divide it again into g groups and so forth, until a unique sequence S is selected. The group number gis suggested to be 3, since it is the optimal integer g that minimizes the expected number of evaluations (roughly g log g N, where N is the number of candidate sequences).
Although this alternative process may result in suboptimal simulation sequences being selected (as the optimal sequences do not always lie in the optimal groups), selection of these suboptimal sequences does not affect the accuracy of yield estimation in general. More importantly, this process is very efficient by reducing the number of entropy evaluations from O((N S − n)N C N A ) to O(log N C N A ) in each iteration of scheduling, which saves the evaluation time drastically.
E. Summary
As a summary, we show the overall flow of C-YES as Algorithm 2. This algorithm can be applied to MC analysis with conventional, LHS or QMC samplings. However, we should note that LHS and QMC intrinsically lead to smaller sampling errors than conventional MC given the same number of circuit samples. Hence, theoretically, the stopping criterion (22) with the same ε can be a little looser for LHS and QMC. Although this issue may not significantly affect the accuracy of the estimation, a smaller ε is suggested for LHS and QMC samplings in case that very high accuracy is desired.
It is worth noting that the efficiency of C-YES comes from the fact that many circuit performances are often correlated. Its accuracy will not be affected if there exist uncorrelated circuit performances for a given circuit. When two circuit performances are uncorrelated, the correlation among them in the MVN model would be close to zero. Thus, after one circuit performance is obtained, C-YES will decide to simulate the other circuit performance to ensure its estimation accuracy. (7) through (11) and Algorithm 1. 4. Calculate β s with (6) for s = n + 1, . . . , N S . 5. repeat 6.
Algorithm 2 C-YES
Select the next simulation sequence in G, denoted by S opt , using the approach in Section IV-B for the evaluation of gains in (15) , and the selection process in Section IV-D. 7.
Run the simulation sequence S opt . 8.
Update k and u as the indexes of known and unknown performances of the relevant sample s * , respectively. 9.
Update β s * with (5). 10. until the stopping criterion (22) The only payoff here is a small loss of efficiency. In practice, strong correlation among circuit performances is often observed for most AMS circuits, which makes C-YES an efficient tool for parametric yield estimation.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We use three AMS circuits as examples to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of C-YES, including a five-stage RO, a two-stage OPA and an eight-phase delay-cell based voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO), as shown in Fig. 8 . Among these cases, VCO has the maximal transistor count of 139. The dependency graph of OPA is shown in Fig. 6 . Similar graphs can be derived for RO and VCO, and they are not included in this paper due to the page limit.
All the numerical experiments were performed on a Linux server with Intel Xeon 2.67 GHz CPU and 50 GB memory, where circuit simulations are performed with either Cadence Spectre (for RO and OPA) or Synopsys HSPICE (for VCO), and all other steps of C-YES are implemented in MATLAB.
The process variations and mismatch statistics for RO and OPA are defined in the Cadence 45 nm generic process design kit with 24 and 20 independent random variables, respectively, while the counterparts of VCO are defined in a commercial 40 nm process with 915 independent random variables. For each case, the distribution of correlation coefficients r among corners and performance metrics is listed in Table II based on 1000 samples drawn by MC analysis. We can observe that the performances of RO are highly correlated, while the correlation varies from |r| = 0 to 1 for OPA and VCO. 
A. Markov-Chain Based Integration
First, we use OPA case as an example to validate the accuracy and efficiency of Markov-chain based integration introduced in Section IV-B. Fig. 9 shows the evaluation error and computational time of the proposed ("Markov") and the conventional ("2-level") methods with different numbers of integration samples. The "golden" value of conditional entropy is evaluated from a two-level MC integration with 10 9 samples. Compared with two-level MC integration, Markov-chain based integration generates samples that are more uniformly distributed for numerical integration, and thus has a higher convergence rate. We can see from Fig. 9 that, for the same accuracy with an absolute error of 5e-6, Markov-chain based 
B. C-YES With Conventional MC Sampling
The accuracy and efficiency of C-YES are compared with those of conventional MC analysis in Table III based on N S = 1000 circuit samples. In the experiments, ε is set as 0.1 for all cases. The results of the three cases in Table III show that, C-YES reduces the runtime up to 9.3× in comparison with the conventional MC analysis, with no more than 0.2% error in estimated yield of all cases.
Note that the difference between runtime and simulation time is exactly the execution time of C-YES (including both correlation modeling and simulation scheduling), which is 6.5 h for OPA case for example. To further demonstrate the efficiency of proposed entropy-based simulation scheduling in Sections III-C and IV-C, we also include the results of random scheduling (RS) with the same stopping criterion in Table III . The only difference between C-YES and RS is that RS randomly selects a simulation sequence in each iteration of scheduling. With entropy-based scheduling, C-YES achieves much higher speedups than RS for yield estimation.
Comparing the runtime in Table III , we can observe that C-YES performs best for OPA even though the circuit contains a few weakly correlated performances. Such an observation is made because the numbers of performances and simulations are substantially larger than those of the other two cases. With C-YES, a large portion of these simulations are found to be redundant. Although the three test cases vary in efficiency, the estimated yield values are all accurate, regardless of the strength of correlations among their performances. Fig. 10 shows the convergence curves, i.e., the estimated yield versus runtime, where the three vertical dash lines represent the total runtime of MC, and the runtime of RS and C-YES when hitting the stopping criterion, respectively. Just for clarification purposes, we keep running C-YES and RS for a while even after the stopping criterion is met, so that their behaviors can be fully observed in this figure. The results further confirm that C-YES has the best convergence rate and makes a notable reduction of computational time with accuracy guaranteed, as compared to RS and conventional MC.
For a better understanding of the correlation model in C-YES, let us have a closer look at Fig. 10(b) and (c) . It is helpful to note that, the starting point (SP) of the C-YES curve indicates the stage where nothing but the first n circuit samples have been simulated for building the correlation model, and hence, the horizontal coordinate of SP is the sum of simulation time of the first n circuit samples and the time for correlation modeling, and the vertical coordinate of SP equals the yield estimated directly from the MVN model (referred to as the "raw estimation"). Several important observations can be made from this figure.
1) The raw estimation is far from the actual yield. By definition, this discrepancy is totally due to the inaccuracy of correlation model. In fact, the actual performances can be away from MVN distributed. Two selected nonGaussian performances are shown in Fig. 11 for OPA and VCO, respectively. Although C-YES uses an MVN distribution to model performance correlation, it is capable of capturing the important correlation information in these cases. 2) After necessary circuit simulations, C-YES quickly converges to an accurate estimation while making a notable reduction in computational time. The reason is that, although the correlation model (and thus the raw estimation) may not be highly accurate, circuit simulations scheduled by C-YES keep correcting the possible error of the estimated yield until the stopping criterion is met. In a word, as long as the major correlations are captured in the first n samples, C-YES can lead to a good estimation of the yield despite the insufficient accuracy of the correlation model, owing to the effective and well-scheduled circuit simulations.
C. Parameters n and N S in C-YES
We use RO and OPA to show how the accuracy and efficiency of C-YES vary with N S as in Table IV . Here, n is optimally selected by cross validation, and its values are almost identical for different N S 's. Hence, the computational cost for correlation modeling does not substantially increase with N S . The speedup achieved by C-YES generally increases with N S , without surrendering any accuracy for yield estimation. For a given circuit, there is generally an upper bound on the speedup, since there is a minimal subset of simulations that must be performed. Note that the error of MC analysis with N S samples decreases in the order of O(N −1/2 S ) as suggested by (21) . With the same runtime, C-YES can produce much more accurate results than the conventional MC approach. Table V shows the accuracy and runtime of C-YES when n varies and N S is fixed to 1000. The runtime of cross validation is excluded in this table as n is preset in this comparison. The value of maxSize 0 is selected from cross validation for each n. The RMS error of estimated correlation coefficients decreases as n increases as shown in Table V . Nevertheless, the yield values estimated by C-YES are generally accurate even when n is small. On the other hand, when increasing n, the runtime of C-YES decreases at first and then increases after it reaches the optimal n found by cross validation (indicated by CV in the table) . Take OPA as an example. In the extreme case of n = 10, the RMS error of the estimated correlation coefficients is large, meaning that we fail to build an accurate correlation model with a small number of simulation samples. When n is between 20 and 30, the correlation model is still not highly accurate, thereby requiring a large number of simulations to correct the errors, which results in expensive runtime. When n is greater than 50, the runtime increases with n because it is dominated by the simulation time for the first n samples. The proposed cross validation can estimate an optimal n considering the tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
D. Effectiveness of Proposed Regularization on Covariance
To illustrate the effectiveness of covariance regularization introduced in Section III-B, let us take a look at OPA case where the number of performance metrics D = 432. In this case, n = 50 as in Section V-B would definitely result in an illposed problem if the regularization on covariance matrix was not applied. With the same flow, Table VI shows the effect of different methods of regularization on the covariance matrix and the resulting efficiency and accuracy for yield estimation.
As observed in Table VI , when no regularization on the covariance matrix is applied, the error of estimation is obvious compared to the regularized ones. The shrinkage estimation in [26] and [27] can bring accurate results as the correlation information is preserved in most cases. However, they may sometimes underestimate strong correlations, as explained in Section III-B, which leads to longer simulation time for incomplete samples. Among all regularization methods, the proposed one (shrinkage with block-diagonal target) achieves the best performance in terms of both accuracy and efficiency.
E. C-YES With Variance Reduction
It is worth noting that, C-YES reduces the simulation cost in a sample-wise manner, independent of how these samples are generated. Parametric yield estimation involving VRTs such as LHS and QMC can also resort to C-YES for even higher speedups. Table VII shows the accuracy and the efficiency of C-YES with LHS and QMC. We can see from Tables III and VII that with different sampling methods like conventional MC, LHS, and QMC, C-YES achieves similar speedup. Note that the speedup ratios shown in Table VII are the extra speedups in addition to VRTs, as the speedups and the relative errors are compared with the baseline that uses corresponding sampling method and sample size without C-YES. These results also confirm that the error of C-YES is acceptable in practice, as the difference of estimated yields based on MC analysis with the three sampling methods can be up to 3% due to the limited number of N S , while the error induced by C-YES is no more than 0.3%.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel statistical method named C-YES is proposed for parametric yield estimation with multiple circuit performances and multiple environmental corners. C-YES exploits the fact that different circuit performances at different environmental corners are often correlated, and uses entropybased simulation scheduling to select a small set of the most informative circuit simulations needed for accurate parametric yield estimation.
Our numerical experiments show that C-YES can efficiently deal with multicorner and multiperformance circuit cases, achieving up to 9.3× speedup compared to the conventional MC analysis with negligible errors. Furthermore, parametric yield estimation involving VRTs like LHS and QMC can also resort to C-YES for up to 8.9× higher efficiency with desirable accuracy.
There remain a few open questions about C-YES. First, in case the performance variations are large, the value of n is likely be large for accurate correlation modeling. Note that running the proposed cross validation process may help identify such scenarios. The user can terminate this process and abort C-YES if the cross validation process shows unsatisfactory accuracy or efficiency. In this paper, our numerical experiments have shown that n can still be substantially less than N S even for the circuit example designed in a commercial 40 nm process where large-scale process variations are expected.
Second, although C-YES can deal with non-Gaussian circuit performances as demonstrated in this paper, it may not be highly efficient if the performance distributions are strongly non-Gaussian. In such case, these non-Gaussian performance metrics may need to be identified and isolated from the proposed correlation model. Developing new algorithms and methodologies to handle non-Gaussian distributions is an important aspect of our future work.
